COMPETITION

Prior notification of a concentration (Case COMP/M.6019 - APMT/Bolloré/Meridian Port Services)

Commission clears creation of a joint venture by Daimler and Foton in China

STATE AID

Authorisation for State aid pursuant to Articles 107 and 108 of the TFEU - Cases where the Commission raises no objections

Summary information communicated by Member States on State aid granted in conformity with Commission Regulation (EC) No 736/2008 on the application of Articles 87 and 88 of the Treaty to State aid to small and medium-sized enterprises active in the production of processing and marketing of fisheries products

WestLB revamp talks face struggle to hit deadline

INTERNAL MARKET & GENERAL

Main Results of the 3066th Education, Youth, Culture and Sport Council meeting - Brussels, 14 February 2011

Culture in Motion: EU-backed culture projects benefit innovation and public services (IP/11/152)

Monthly Labour Market Fact Sheet - February 2011

Services Directive: EP calls on EU Member States to help firms to reap benefits (See the EP Statement)

Response by BusinessEurope to the consultation on the Single Market Act

The Case for ‘More Single Market’ (CEPS Policy Briefs)
FINANCE & TAXATION

Preparation of the EcoFin Council meeting on Taxation on 15 February 2011

EU bank chief pledges action - Bank watchdog sets out to square the circle
Financial Times 15.02.2011 p.4

Speaking points for Philippe de Buck in European Commission conference on audit policy for the Single Market: lessons from the crisis

TELECOMS & MEDIAS

Delete child pornography web pages across the EU, says Civil Liberties Committee
See the EP Statement & Q&A

EURO & ECONOMY

Euro-zone growth weaker than expected
Wall Street Journal Europe 15.02.2011

Interview of Jean-Claude Trichet, with Les Echos on 10 February 2010

Justice & Home Affairs

Green light for EU/Brazil visa waiver agreements
See the EP Statement

MEPs debate influx into Italy and other EU countries from Northern Africa
See the EP Statement

EU asylum system: MEPs to debate with Commissioner Malmström
See the EP Statement

EU strategy on Roma inclusion: MEPs set out priorities
See the EP Statement

Health & Consumer Protection

Scientific Opinion on the substantiation of a health claim related to “Lactobacillus plantarum TENSIA™ in the semi-hard Edam-type “heart cheese” of Harmony™ and maintenance of normal blood pressure pursuant to Article 13(5) of Regulation (EC) No 1924/2006

Intellectual Property

EU lawmakers set to back single patent
Financial Times 15.02.2011

Environment

Spain’s EU ETS registry to resume operations on 16 February (Memo/11/85)

Green light for cleaner, more fuel-efficient vans
See the EP Statement

Agriculture & Fisheries

Agenda of the 3070th Agriculture Council meeting on 21 February 2011

1000th quality food name registered (IP/11/154 & Memo/11/84)

Economy

Investment in the eurozone
Financial Times 15.02.2011 p.3

Britain would have fared better in the euro
Financial Times 15.02.2011 p.9

Bailout fund to grow to €500 million
Wall Street Journal Europe 15.02.2011 p.4
Recovery redefines G-20 challenge
Wall Street Journal Europe 15.02.2011 p.4

The ECB's philosophical shift
Wall Street Journal Europe 15.02.2011 p.11

Italy's Draghi is the Germany 'model' for Europe
Wall Street Journal Europe 15.02.2011

EXT. RELATIONS & ACCESSION

Remarks by the HR/VP Catherine Ashton
at the end of her visit to Tunisia